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From the traditional ringside fare to  
more contemporary shows featuring 
aerial acrobatics, women are looking  
to carve a niche in an art form that  
has often exploited or pushed them  
out of view.

Attending a large international circus festival 
last year, former circus performer Susie 
Williams lost patience with a pattern she  
had noticed in years of watching her peers 
perform shape-shifting acrobatics, execute 
gravity-defying aerial feats, and balance on  
tightropes high above the stage in touring 
circus shows. 

Out of nine ticketed shows at the festival,  
only one featured more than one female 
performer. The rest of the acts were 
performed almost entirely by men. 

Williams, who now serves as managing 
director for Acrobatic Conundrum, a 
contemporary circus based in Seattle, 
noticed the absence of women largely 
because she had extensive experience 
teaching and working with female 
performers. Where were they? 

“Ugh: WHERE ARE THE WOMEN?” she 
wrote on her company’s blog when she 
returned from the festival. After having 
taught so many female students as an aerial  

arts and flying trapeze instructor, Williams 
couldn’t understand why was she seeing so 
few of them at this major event.

“I found it so frustrating because that wasn’t 
my experience in any other capacity,” says 
Williams of the male-dominated shows. 
“That’s not who’s in the classes and that’s  
not who’s applying to the programs. Who 
graduates and who arrives on stages are not 
the same group of people who are first 
showing up to do the work.”

While some women applauded the post  
and said Williams had vocalized something 
they’d noticed as well, she received some 
pushback from readers who assured her that 
modern-day circus acts were doing their  
part in making sure women are included—
insisting that their companies and schools 
were creating female-centered programs  
and shows. 

“That was really cool. I learned about a lot of 
different programs and companies all over 
the world,” says Williams. “But in a way, it just 
kind of brought home the point that there’s 
all this different work that’s happening, but 
they’re not getting to places where people get 
to see it.”

Williams cited research about the French 
circus industry in her blog post, which found 
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that circus educational programs and the 
industry itself were both about 70 percent 
male. “Although recreational programs in 
France have majority-female populations, 
there appears to be a bottleneck at the level  
of entrance exams to [post-high school 
programs],” she wrote. “The few female 
students accepted to those schools are then 
frequently pushed towards solo aerial work. 
Currently, [post-high school programs] are  
the primary educational ground for a 
majority of artists who perform on our big 
stages. So if there aren’t women in these 
schools, there aren’t women on stage. More 
men in school, more men on stage. More  
men on stage, more stories about men.”

Williams’ concerns centered on 
contemporary circus—distinct from the 
traditional “big top” variety popularized  
by the Ringling Bros. and Barnum &  
Bailey Circus, which closed earlier this  
year. The best-known contemporary circus  
is Cirque du Soleil—the world’s largest 
entertainment company—famous for  
its contortionist-like acrobats and 
incorporation of dance and dramatic  
lighting into its stage productions. 

Contemporary circus dates back to the 1970s 
and has generally relied on human talent 
rather than animal acts—a feature of 
traditional circuses that has sparked 
controversy in recent years, ultimately 
leading to the closure of Ringling Bros.  
after nearly 150 years as a household name. 
Many contemporary performances tell  
stories through the stunts performed, much  
like a ballet or opera conveys a narrative 
through dance and song. Contemporary 
circus is generally performed in a large 
theater on a stage or multiple stages,  
rather than in several rings surrounded  
by the audience under a tent, typical of most 
traditional circuses. 

According to Janet Davis, a history professor at 
the University of Texas and the author of “The 
Circus Age: Culture and Society Under the 
American Big Top,” traditional circuses offered 

opportunities to female performers that would 
otherwise have been out of reach. Throughout 
its history, however, the industry has had an 
ambivalent relationship with women.

While the circuses of the 19th and early  
20th centuries objectified both female 
performers and sideshow acts who were 
exhibited outside the big top, Davis says, 
“there’s also this story of the circus as a place  
of mobility for women and a place of real 
empowerment in a lot of ways. Women who 
performed in circuses often became really 
successful and achieved a great degree of 
financial independence, and also found a 
world that was far more accepting of their 
strength and their power.”

Davis points to Mabel Stark, a famous tiger 
trainer with Ringling Bros., and Tiny Kline, 
an aerialist famous for her “iron jaw” act in 
which she hung by her teeth from a cord 
suspended 30 to 40 feet in the air, as two 
women who achieved financial success and 
won the respect of their peers as circus 
performers in the early 20th century. 

Davis also notes that women in the circuses  
of the past were sometimes able to promote 
political causes while traveling. Josephine 
DeMott Robinson, a Ringling Bros. 
equestrienne, was one of several members  
of a “circus suffrage society” in 1912, handing 
out literature on the circus grounds in  
towns across the country regarding the fight  
for voting rights for women.  

But “along the way there’s been a lot of 
ambivalence about women’s presence  
in the circus,” Davis acknowledges. The 
prevalence of the circus tent situated on  
the outskirts of town came about in the  
1820s as a result of bans on circuses in  
some towns, with officials citing the tawdry 
nature of shows in which women were often 
scantily clad. “Circuses in that era would 
really downplay the presence of women,  
even advertise that ‘This show contains  
no women,’ as a way to appease these social 
forces,” says Davis.

The high status and autonomy that was 
afforded to the most successful women who 
performed daredevil acts in the circus tent 
was also not extended to those who 
performed—or were exhibited—in sideshows 
that traveled with circuses. “Under the big 
top, it was mostly white,” Davis says. Krao 
Farini, a Laotian woman who was born with 
hypertrichosis, a condition that caused 
excessive hair growth, was presented as 
“Darwin’s Missing Link” by a number of 
circuses in the Midwest in the late 19th and 
early 20th centuries. “There were these kinds  
of racist images of animalistic savagery about 
women of color in the circus,” says Davis. 

A century earlier, Saartjie (Sarah) Baartman 
had arrived in England from South Africa, 
smuggled by her employer and a doctor who 
planned to make a fortune presenting her 
prominent backside to the public. Baartman, 
who was dubbed “The Hottentot Venus” by 
the showmen who exhibited her in London’s 
Piccadilly Circus and later in France, remains 
one of the most notorious examples of 
race-based exploitation by the circus and 
sideshow industry. 

Julie Parkinson, who performed aerial stunts 
and worked behind the scenes for Ringling 
Bros., the Big Apple Circus, and Cirque du 
Soleil for 15 years, says her own modern-day 
experience with the traditional circus has 
been positive and one in which she’s been 
treated equally with men. She argues that  
the cooperative nature of the circus forces 
management to focus on skills and 
performers’ ability to complete their acts, not 
their genders, races, or backgrounds. “You  
so quickly become this huge family and if 
someone gets hurt, it affects every single 
person in the show, whether you’re 
performing or backstage, or in the office  
or whatever you’re doing,” Parkinson says.

The grueling travel schedules and time away 
from family require performers to develop  
a healthy sense of independence. “I know a  
lot of women who are on their own,” she says. 
“They’re single or they’re partnered but  
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accomplishment.” Creating an all-female 
circus also creates opportunities for women  
to perform acts that would normally be 
completed by men, she says.

The group has maintained its mission of 
empowering women by welcoming members  
of all ages, experience levels, and 
backgrounds to its daily classes and by 
producing complex circus acts with female-
focused storylines. It has a special interest  
in working with women who have disabilities, 
indigenous women (prominently displayed 
on the organization’s website is a note 
acknowledging “the Kulin nation and the 
traditional custodians of the land” where  
the organization is based), and women who 
ordinarily would have “aged out” of 
traditional circus work. 

“We have women who have just started in  
our New Women program at age 18, and then 
we have a woman who performed three aerial 
stunts last year in her late 50s,” says Taylor.

Last year, marking its 25th anniversary, 
Women’s Circus produced “The Penelopiad,” 
an adaptation of Margaret Atwood’s retelling 
of the epic Greek poem “The Odyssey” from 
the perspective of Penelope, the wife of the 
poem’s principal character, Odysseus. 
Redirecting the story of Odysseus’s journey  
to focus on Penelope—sometimes dismissed 
as a one-dimensional paragon of virtue— 
and her maids, some of whom were hanged 
by Odysseus upon his return from the Trojan 
War for their perceived bad influence on 
Penelope, Women’s Circus told an often-
neglected side of the famous story through 
acrobatics, aerial work, and dance. 

“We’re pushing back against the silencing and 
appropriation of women’s stories,” says Taylor. 

She and other Women’s Circus members say 
the act of a large group of women coming 
together to create a complicated production  

circus, you always have the women doing the 
pre-show number, with their outfits and big 
hats. They’re literally decorations.”

In 1991, arts practitioner Donna Jackson 
founded a groundbreaking circus company 
with a new interpretation of the art form—
one that aims to combat the lack of female 
representation Williams has noted in 
contemporary circus and the tendency to 
keep women in particular roles. Women’s 
Circus, based in Melbourne, Australia, was 
established to work with women who had 
survived violence and abuse as a way of 
helping them regain their self-esteem and 
connect with other women while working 
toward a creative goal. Circus, the  
organization believes, is an art form uniquely 
suited to help build connections and 
confidence among performers.

“Circus has a reputation for being 
unattainable,” says Devon Taylor, who has 
served as executive director of Women’s 
Circus since 2014. “It’s all about physical 
ability and youth and perfection. [At Women’s 
Circus], it’s not just about physical training, 
it's about community and a sense of 

their spouse is on another show. There are a 
lot of women who have their 16 horses that 
they train by themselves and they’re driving 
their trailer themselves and doing 
everything by themselves.”

Before Susie Williams shifted to contemporary 
circus, she performed with more traditional 
acts where her own experience left her with  
the impression of an overwhelmingly male-
dominated atmosphere.

“There is a real merit-based element to it,” 
she acknowledges. “If you can’t do the trick, 
you can’t do the show, so no one’s skating  
by on their gender … But as someone who 
used to perform, I still get phone calls from 
people in a bind and they say, ‘Hey, I’m with 
this circus, they’re looking for a girl, are  
you available?’ There isn’t even a ‘We need 
someone who can do these skills,’ it’s just,  
‘We need a girl. We need a girl who can  
sit on something, we need a girl who can  
wear an outfit.’”

Williams also saw women and men confined 
to specific acts. “Women are aerialists, men 
are floor acrobats,” she says. “In traditional 

is itself empowering, especially when the 
story they are telling is a story about women. 
“Setting a goal and achieving it is a very 
powerful space to be in,” Taylor says.

Polly, a 44-year-old social activist who  
joined Women’s Circus six years ago and  
now coordinates its training program,  
says “The Penelopiad” encapsulated the 
organization’s ability to work as a cooperative 
community while building its individual 
members’ self-esteem. 

“Involving an incredible cast of 30-plus 
women, we performed tricks but also  
sang, provided all the music, learned to  
act, were involved in the rigging and all  
of the production. Even though the  
material of the show was difficult—it  
involved violence against women—I felt 
incredible empowerment being involved  
in a production with such giving and  
talented women.”

Although the group no longer specifically 
focuses on working with abuse survivors,  
it frequently partners with other community 
organizations that work with women who 
have been the victims of violent acts. Portions  
of the proceeds from “The Penelopiad” went  
to Australian groups including the Center 
Against Sexual Assault and the Elizabeth 
Morgan House, an advocacy group for 
Aboriginal women who have survived abuse. 
Women’s Circus has become known in 
Melbourne as a supportive environment for 
women who have experienced trauma and as  
a community that truly embraces diversity. 

“As an abuse survivor, when I joined the 
circus, I was extremely disconnected from my 
body; in fact I was disgusted by it, had low 
self-esteem, and had very poor mental 
health,” says Nicole, a 32-year-old member 
who joined in 2009 and has performed in 
three shows staged by Women’s Circus.  
“The Women’s Circus has been one of the 

greatest healers in my recovery. I knew that  
I was not the only person in the room with 
experiences of body trauma so I did not feel  
so isolated. I knew I was not the only queer in 
the room. I discovered my physical strength 
and flexibility for the first time. I was taught  
to recognize small gains, and I relearned how  
to play.”

In Seattle, Williams says Acrobatic 
Conundrum is attempting to achieve a 
similar level of inclusiveness for women 
while being a coed company—fighting the 
trends she noticed at circus festivals and 
traveling shows. Currently, the company  
is producing a show featuring three women  
and three men, but Williams insists the 
solutions go beyond just casting women.

“Gender is one element of it, but then you  
get into a whole spectrum of gender identity 

and physical ability, and just by the nature of 
doing circus work you wind up with people 
on stage who kind of all look similar,” Williams 
says. “We’re just trying to look at things 
through that lens so we can make sure we’re 
helping to move the conversation forward.”

“The circus is a part of the current and 
existing culture and I think this is happening 
everywhere with people seeing these tiny 
assumptions we make, just these tiny little 
things that really add up,” she says. “It takes 
extra effort, and I hope more people make 
the extra effort even if it feels hard.”

As Williams points out, both traditional circuses 
of the past and contemporary productions, like 
any entertainment medium, have been 
reflections of the outside world—and as the 
global status of women evolves, so too will their 
roles in this historic form of performance art.

“I still get phone calls from people 
in a bind and they say, ‘Hey, I’m 
with this circus, they’re looking for a 
girl, are you available?’ There isn’t 
even a ‘We need someone who can 
do these skills,’ it’s just, ‘We need a 
girl. We need a girl who can sit on 
something, we need a girl who can 
wear an outfit.’”

“The Women’s Circus has been  
one of the greatest healers in my 
recovery. I knew that I was not the 
only person in the room with 
experiences of body trauma so  
I did not feel so isolated. I knew I 
was not the only queer in the room. 
I discovered my physical strength 
and flexibility for the first time.  
I was taught to recognize small 
gains, and I relearned how to play.”
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